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WordPress
What is WordPress? WordPress is an open source application that originally was
assigned to create blogs but now it has craned way beyond it. Using WordPress
you can create anything from simple blog to an advance website. And you can
do so either by using wordPress.com, which is a cloud hosted service, or you can
install WordPress on your own server and host it from there.
WordPress was created by a guy named Matt Mullenweg. Using WordPress, it
not only makes easier to build the content, but more importantly, managing the
content is easy through WordPress dashboard. WordPress dashboard is
something that you'll find in wordpress.com and your self-hosted site. If you just
want to setup basic website, and you have no idea how to do any type of Web
Design or Web Development, you can setup a WordPress site and never have to
worry about the code. All you have to do is activate WordPress and then you
can manage all your content, write new post and pages, manage photos and
videos all from a single Admin Panel through your browser. That means you don't
have to worry about upload and download files, manage html and css codes.
You simply work in very easy to understand admin panel. This is the true strength
of WordPress; Easy, Usability for everyone. Anyone can setup their WordPress site
and anyone can make it work to their advantage.
However, it is not only limited to just admin end. You can extend the
functionality of WordPress through different development and design work. Thus
it gives a flexible platform to Novice user, developer, and designer.
In this courseware, you are going to get a knowledge of WordPress from
Beginner level to Advance level.
So, go ahead and get started.
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Getting to Know WordPress
What is WordPress?
When I start using new software or a new application, I find it's useful to start with
a clean slate. Throw out all my preconceptions and ideas, and assume I know
nothing about the application, and that everything is new to me. And the first
question I ask is always the same, "What is this?" or in our case, "What is
WordPress?" Because of the history of WordPress, this question is crucial.
WordPress is often perceived as being a simple blogging application, but in
reality it's so much more.
From its humble origins, WordPress has grown into a full-fledged content
management system, or CMS, that powers millions of websites all over the world,
from traditional blogs to newspapers, online magazines, TV stations, nations, and
social media sites. WordPress powers everything. To put it simply, WordPress is a
publishing tool for the Web. So to me at least, the answer to the question "What
is WordPress?" is WordPress is whatever you want it to be.
And I think that's a good place to start. WordPress is a simple and easy-to-use
publishing platform for the Web, and you can use it to create anything from a
basic blog to an advanced website, and you can even make sites that can
switch between being blogs and websites at the touch of a button. The
possibilities are pretty much endless. WordPress is free and open source,
meaning it's developed by the people who use it. In its 10-year history, 82
feature updates have been released, and four major updates were released in
2013 alone.
WordPress powers a full 18% of all websites online today, and one in every four
new websites created runs WordPress. Suffice it to say, WordPress is a popular
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web-creation tool. To give you an idea of just how diverse the WordPress
universe really is, let's take a look at some sites currently running WordPress. To
see a list of these sites, and other sites running WordPress, you can go to
wordpress.org/showcase.
Of course, this is not a complete list of every single website running WordPress,
but it's a good list of great-looking websites created with WordPress. WordPress
has become a popular platform for businesses because it's so easy to change its
appearance. So as your business evolves, so can the site. It's also being used by
a lot of educational institutions, everything from primary schools, all the way up
to universities and beyond. Again, because WordPress allows so much flexibility,
and also allows users to create their own websites within the website.
You'll find that a lot of celebrity websites run WordPress. WordPress also allows
developers to create interesting experiences in a very easy way.
So now that you know what WordPress is, you get some idea of what it can do
for you, and what you can use it to create. Now it's time to get started.
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Installing WordPress to your own server
Things You Need to Do to Install WordPress
Begin your installation by:
1. Checking to ensure that you and your web host have the minimum
requirements to run WordPress.
2. Downloading the most current version of WordPress.
3. Unzipping the downloaded file to a folder on your hard drive.
4. Creating a secure password for your Secret Key
5. Keeping this webpage open so you have it handy during the installation.

Famous 5-Minute Install
Here's the quick version of the instructions for those who are already
comfortable with performing such installations.
If you are not comfortable with renaming files, step 3 is optional and you can
skip it as the install program will create the wp-config.php file for you.
1. Download and unzip the WordPress package if you haven't already.
2. Create a database for WordPress on your web server, as well as a MySQL
user who has all privileges for accessing and modifying it.
3. (Optional) Find and rename wp-config-sample.php to wp-config.php,
then edit the file (see Editing wp-config.php) and add your database
information.
4. Upload the WordPress files to the desired location on your web server:
a. If you want to integrate WordPress into the root of your domain (e.g.
http://example.com/), move or upload all contents of the unzipped
WordPress directory (excluding the WordPress directory itself) into
the root directory of your web server.
b. If you want to have your WordPress installation in its own
subdirectory on your website (e.g. http://example.com/blog/),
create the blog directory on your server and upload the contents of
the unzipped WordPress package to the directory via FTP.
c. Note: If your FTP client has an option to convert file names to lower
case, make sure it's disabled.
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5. Run the WordPress installation script by accessing the URL in a web
browser. This should be the URL where you uploaded the WordPress files.
a. If you installed WordPress in the root directory, you should visit:
http://example.com/
b. If you installed WordPress in its own subdirectory called blog, for
example, you should visit: http://example.com/blog/

That's it! WordPress should now be installed.
More Detail at Installing WordPress
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Setting up WordPress
After you’ve done with the setup, it’s time to look over admin panel. Ideally, you
would be ask to log in to admin panel right after the installation is complete, but
in case if you missed that, you can login to admin panel through:
http://your-site.com/wp-admin
If you are in local server, it would be:
http://localhost/site-folder/wp-admin
In administration section, you will see bunch of menus and toolbars. They are:


Dashboards



Posts



Media



Pages



Comments



Appearance



Plugins



Users



Tools



Settings

You can get in-depth knowledge about Tools and Menus in Administration
Panels
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Adding some stuffs in the site
Creating Posts and Pages
Posts and Pages are both content types and while they have a lot of similarities
there are also a few differences specific to each content type. To put it simply,
the differences are not unlike different kinds of publications: Pages are like
Books, Posts are like Magazines.
Enough, no?
OK, let's dig a little deeper.
Pages generally hold content that is fairly static; once you've published it, while
you may wish to be able to change it, it isn't something that you're going to
have to edit regularly. It isn't time sensitive and it remains in its place and usually
will have a spot in your menu.
Pages are like a book on the bookshelf, their content is useful over the long
term. They're unlikely to change much, or very often, and they're good to have
easily accessible for reference.
Pages can also be built hierarchically in your site structure and you can apply
different kinds of layout templates to them according to the templates available
in your theme (and yes, this is kind of where the metaphor ends).
Posts on the other hand are time sensitive, they may be categorized, they will
also be included in your RSS feed (people may subscribe to them). They will be
displayed on your blog page, or front page, in reverse chronological order and
they're less likely to be needed to be included in your menu because of their
more disposable nature.
See? Just like a magazine… time sensitive, usually stacked in order with the
newest on the top, categorized by date and content type, and generally more
interesting in the short term than the long.
To know how to create your own posts, you can browse here and for creating
your own page, you can browse here
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Media Management
Images are one of the most important part of a website, but also basically the
most technically challenging part — at least if you want to do them right.
WordPress has a separate Page for Media Management; Media library.
You can learn more about Media Management via Media Library here.

Comments
Comments is a best way to involve visitor in your site. Furthermore, it a way to
know how visitor thinks about your work. If you are a social Media user, you are
certainly familiar with Comments. Well, WordPress also has a similar features for
your posts, and pages.
As you know, “Every Magic comes with a Price”, Enabling comments can make
your site vulnerable to Spam. So, you have to be careful about the comment
filtering.
However, there are some plugins (You will learn about plugin later on) that can do
this dirty work of handling spam for you.
Here is a description by Codex on Comments. And here is another article for
comments too.

Sidebar and Widgets
A WordPress Widget is a small block that performs a specific function. WordPress
widgets were originally created to provide a simple and easy-to-use way of
giving design and structure control of the WordPress theme to the user. Widgets
can be easily dragged and dropped into a specific widget area. You can find
the list of available widgets and widget areas by going to the Appearance »
Widgets section in your WordPress dashboard.
Most WordPress themes are widget ready and have multiple widget areas.
However themes are NOT required to have widget areas. If you do not see any
widget areas, then it means that your theme does not support widgets.
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There are many different types of widgets. WordPress by default comes with
several widgets including categories, tag cloud, navigation menu, calendar,
search, recent posts etc. If you drag the recent posts widget in a widget area,
then it will contain a list of recent posts.
Learn more about Widget
A sidebar in WordPress, on other hand, is referred to a widget-ready area used
by WordPress themes to display information that is not a part of the main
content. It is not always a vertical column on the side. It can be a horizontal
rectangle below or above the content area, footer, header, or anywhere in the
theme.
The usage of sidebars varies and depends on the choices of the theme
designer. Many WordPress themes support multiple sidebars also known as
widget ready areas.
Sidebars play an important role in designing the layout of a WordPress website
to display content other than the main articles of a website.
Learn more about Sidebar

Menus
Navigation Menu is a theme feature introduced with Version 3.0. WordPress
includes an easy to use mechanism for introducing customized navigation
menus into a theme. Due to presence of Ready-To-Use Menu in Admin end, user
can create any level of menu, at no time.
Learn how to create navigation menu from Admin End

Localization and Settings
WordPress has a facility to install WordPress in your own language. You can do
this at the beginning of WordPress installation, or later using Settings.
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Settings Page consists of several sub Menus:
1. General
2. Writing
3. Reading
4. Discussion
5. Media
6. Permalink

Users
When WordPress was created, it was meant for a bloggers. And, since bloggers
are for Users, it’s obvious it should have some page to manage users. But it the
site owner, blog writer, blog editor, viewer, should be separated based on some
kind of power. In WordPress, it is referred as Capabilities and are wrapped by a
term called Roles. Before WordPress 2.0, it has User Level, and after 2.0 it was
replaced by Roles and Capabilities, and Still Roles and Capabilities is responsible
for separating user’s types.
Learn more about Users Screen in Admin End and Users Role
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Giving Skins and Soul to the site
Human body consists of Skeleton, flesh, fats and several internal organs, skins
and color tone that represents your outlook, and define your beauty. Similarly,
Brain, which is considered as a control center of the body defines your behavior;
how you are supposed to interact with your surroundings.
WordPress too, follow the same structure like a human body. It contains several
internal blocks that works as per the defined functions and its outlook is defined
by its own skins.
WordPress separates Functionality from Design, using Plugins and Themes. It isn’t
necessary that theme can’t contain any functionality though. We’ll discuss
about it later.

Themes
A WordPress theme provides all of the front end styling of your WordPress site.
Most WordPress themes provide:


the overall design or style of your site



font styling



colors



widget locations



page layouts (or templates)



styles for blog posts and blog archives



additional stylistic details

We’ll discuss more about Theme Development later on, but for now, just learn
how to use a theme first.

Plugins
A plugin is a piece of software containing a group of functions that can be
added to a WordPress website. They can extend functionality or add new
features to your WordPress websites. WordPress plugins are written in the PHP
programming language and integrate seamlessly with WordPress. In the
WordPress community, there is a saying that goes around: “there’s a plugin for
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that”. They makes it easy for users to add features to their website without
knowing a single line of code. There are thousands available for free to
download at the official WordPress plugin directory. As a site administrator, you
can install/uninstall plugins from the admin area. You can also download and
manually install them using an FTP client.
Because the vast majority of plugins are free, it is important to note that they
usually do not come with tech support. For this reason it is important to be
careful when choosing which ones you want to install on your site. Although
there are plugins that can do virtually anything, some are much higher quality
than others. In order to choose the right ones, you should ask yourself a couple
questions. How long has it been since it was updated? Is it compatible with the
latest version of WordPress? Are people getting answers to their support
questions? What type of rating does it have?
There is a myth that WordPress plugins slow your site down. It is not true. Only the
number of bad ones will slow down your site.
Learn about Managing plugins

Timing for Themes and Plugins
Everything has its own core; a control point; a junction, through which a control
flow flows. In theme, it has functions.php file, whereas a plugin has a PHP file with
a plugin name in it.
Based on this fact, an article by WPMU Dev will give you when to use themes
functions.php and when not to.
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WordPress behind the curtain
Database
WordPress is written using PHP as its scripting language and MySQL as its
database management system. In order to use WordPress, you don’t really need
to learn either of them. However, a very basic understanding of the two could
help you troubleshoot problems as well as increase your understanding of how
WordPress work. In this article, we will explain how WordPress uses the database
including a primer on default WordPress database tables.
WordPress is written using PHP as its scripting language and MySQL as its
database management system. In order to use WordPress, you don’t really need
to learn either of them. However, a very basic understanding of the two could
help you troubleshoot problems as well as increase your understanding of how
WordPress work. In this article, we will explain how WordPress uses the database
including a primer on default WordPress database tables.
During the installation, WordPress uses the information you provide about the
database to create tables and store default installation data inside those tables.
After the installation, WordPress runs queries to this database to dynamically
generate HTML pages for your website or blog. This is what makes WordPress
extremely powerful because you don’t have to create a new .html file for each
page that you want to create. WordPress handles everything dynamically.
In this page, Codex has given a detailed information about database tables. It
would be best to know about each and every fields in database.

WP Config file
wp-config.php is one of the core WordPress files. It contains information about
the database, including the name, host (typically localhost), username, and
password. This information allows WordPress to communicate with the database
to store and retrieve data (e.g. Posts, Users, Settings, etc). The file is also used to
define advanced options for WordPress.
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The file wp-config.php does not come in the default download package of
WordPress. Instead, it contains a file called wp-config-sample.php which can be
renamed and used as wp-config.php to install and use WordPress.
WPMU dev have something more about wp-config.php here

File Headers
When we are creating a themes, plugins or let’s say a page template, there
must be some lines or files, or something that gives all information of themes,
plugin, or page templates. In WordPress file headers does that for you.
File Headers are nothing but a bunch of lines that is inside at the top of your
main file.
Comments? That’s right. WordPress process comments too. But it has to satisfy
some standards.
As discussed earlier, plugin’s main file is one with plugin name. But themes file
header resides in a stylesheet file which must be named as style.
Thus the stylesheet of theme (which is in root folder of the theme) should have a
name like this: style.css
Codex has given a complete information on File Headers. And here is another
one.
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Free Diving into WordPress
Actions and Filters
When I started using WordPress, to be honest I didn’t think I will last longer in this
platform. I was in the concept that there’s nothing to do with coding. We only
have to do some clicks, click and more click, and Boom!!! The site is ready. I only
thought it was limited to its admin end, and there’s nothing like “Programming”
in WordPress. Well, I was wrong. I didn’t know WordPress was so flexible that we
can tell what to do, and when to do. After I completely got over WordPress, I
knew WordPress was a puppet, and we have a complete control over it. The
control I am talking about it is Actions and Filters, or as a whole, Hooks.
In WordPress hooks are used to attach your custom actions and output in
WordPress’s action. They are nothing but a stack. You attach some functions in
it, and later it is executed and popped out of it. This process continues until the
stack is empty. So, you always have to make sure that the hook is added before
its execution.
Hooks in WordPress are:
add_action(); and add_filter();

do_action(); and apply_filters();

add_action() and add_filter() adds action and filter in stack, whereas
do_action() and apply_filters() executes user defined action using
call_user_func_array(); function.

Hooks are defined in plugins.php file inside wp-includes directory.
function add_action($tag, $function_to_add, $priority = 10,
$accepted_args = 1) {
return add_filter($tag, $function_to_add, $priority,
$accepted_args);
}
17

If you look over above code, you will see add_action() only calls a function
add_filter(). So we can generalize that all the things are controlled by
add_filter()
The filter uses a global variable $wp_filter to store all user functions and
executes later one by one based on the priority.
This is just my thoughts on Hooks. You can explore more, get deeper through
these articles:
The Beginner's Guide to WordPress Actions and Filters
WordPress Actions, Filters, and Hooks : A guide for non-developers
WordPress Action Hooks and Filter Hooks – An Introduction

Custom Post Types, Taxonomy, and Meta box
Often people mistakenly classify WordPress as just a blogging platform. Over the
past years, WordPress has evolved into a robust content management system.
By default WordPress comes with post and pages as the main content types.
However you can create as many custom content types as you like, and these
custom content types are referred to as Custom Post Types. In this article, you
know how to create custom post types, taxonomy, and meta box in WordPress.
So, what is Custom Post Type in WordPress? Custom post types are content types
like posts and pages. Since WordPress evolved from a simple blogging platform
into a robust CMS, the term post stuck to it. However, a post type can be any
kind of content. By default, WordPress comes with these post types:


Post



Page



Attachment



Revision



Nav Menu

You can create your own custom post types and call them whatever you want.
For example if you run a movie review website, then you would probably want
to create a movie reviews post type. WordPress, by default has basic fields like:
Title, Content, and Excerpt (Short Content). So you probably want more fields
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like ratings, Cast and Crews. You can do this by using Custom Meta box. You
can add your required custom field. Similarly, you may want to add a Genre of
the Movie. You can do this by using Custom Taxonomy.
Here is an article that give you complete site on Custom Post Types, Taxonomy,
and Meta Data.

Custom Sidebars
Most simple WordPress templates/themes generally employ a single sidebar. But,
in keeping with WordPress’ open architecture, you can easily add a second (or
3rd or 4th) sidebar to your site’s theme. And, you aren’t restricted to using your
sidebar in the typical sidebar area–you can put your new sidebar in a header, a
footer, or any other area in your template. Additional sidebars let you place any
WordPress Widget (such as Recent Posts, Pages, Links/Blogroll, Calendar, Tag
Cloud, as well as any custom widgets) into new areas of your WordPress
template. This technique is especially powerful when combined with custom
WordPress page templates–with additional sidebars, we can have custom
sidebars for each of our custom page templates. This is the approach we’ll
teach you in this tutorial.
Learn more about Custom Sidebars

Custom Widgets
WordPress widgets seem to be shortcode’s poor cousins (You’ll learn about
shortcode later on). Perhaps it’s because they are a little more “black box”, a
little trickier to code or thought of simply as a sidebar component.
However the prevalence of drag-and-drop builders is freeing widgets from the
confines of the sidebar and turning them into an increasingly crucial tool in the
WordPress site building process.
Learning how to build your own WordPress widgets is going to enable you to
create sites that are quick to build and easy to manage.
The WordPress Codex widget page starts with the following line:
“WordPress Widgets add content and features to your Sidebars.”
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Still perfectly true but that tends to sell widgets a little short as they can and do
act as the primary building block for many site design tools.
Whilst the array of widgets is huge, they can’t possibly cover every requirement
and so learning to build your widgets is going to be an enormous help when
building professional websites that are easy to use for both you and your clients.
Learn More about Widgets

Dashboard Widgets
The WordPress Dashboard is a great place to see updates, or any kind of
information related to your activity. In this article, you'll learn how to create your
own custom widgets and add it in your dashboard.

Shortcode
What Are Shortcodes? Shortcodes were introduced in WordPress 2.5. To put
things simply, a shortcode is a shortcut. They are WordPress-specific pieces of
code that allow you to save time and do things that would otherwise require
technical knowledge and possibly large amounts of code. By adding
shortcodes to your themes or plugins, you could make using it so much easier
and intuitive. You could, for example, have a shortcode [most_popular_post]
that when typed out exactly like that would display the most popular post on
your WordPress site. If you wanted to do this manually, you would have to write
some HTML code, as well as have to manually change it as and when the
popularity of posts changed. A shortcode takes away the need for this, and
simplifies things for you.
Learn more about Shortcode

Navigation Menus and Walker Menu
Sometimes you may want to create more than one menu, one at the top, one
at the footer, but find out there is only one location (Normally it would be
Primary Menu). In this situation you will be needing to register a new navigation
menu location.
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We are not done yet. WordPress by default allows a fixed layout of navigation
menus. What if you want to change it? What if you want to add extra attribute
in navigation menu? In this case, you will be needing Walker Menu.
Walker Menu is a class that is extended by your own custom class, and is used in
your navigation menu.
Didn’t get me? Well, this article may help you.

Global Variables
WordPress offers lots of global variables which you may find more useful during
your work. Some of them are $wpdb (Used to do all database works, more often,
it is used for custom sql queries), $posts (Carries data of current posts),
$wp_version (gives you current version of WordPress).
For more details have a look at these articles:
An Introduction to WordPress Global Variables
Global Variables

WP Queries
WordPress has several queries function to fetch data from a database tables. As
discussed earlier, you might have understood that all the posts are saved in
posts table, comments in comments table, and finally, all users in users table.
They all have their own Meta table like postmeta, commentmeta, and
usermeta. So, WordPress has different queries for different tables too.



Posts: WP Query (You can use WP Query for all other post type)



Comments: WP Comment Query



Users: WP User Query
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Advanced WordPress Queries
In Global variable section, I mentioned $wpdb variable. And I did it for a reason.
That’s because, we are going deeper with this. $wpdb is used to do some
advance queries. In following article, you will learn what $wpdb can do.
Part 1
Part 2

WordPress AJAX
If you have already worked with jQuery Ajax, this might be easy for you. The only
difference in WordPress AJAX is, the way of passing data to the ajax callback
function.
Have a look at it.
You might not be aware of some functions used in there. You can jump to Sneak
Peak section for some info.

Settings API
When you are going with WordPress task, you might come up with the need of a
settings page. A page where you can add your own data. Let’s say copyright
text, or Logo of your own, or Social share link. What would you do? You may do
this using a sidebar and widgets, but I assure you, that’s not the best way to do.
You have something that will help adding you a setting form with your very own
Menu bar. It is called Settings API. This is a big topic. This is why I included this one
at end of this courseware.
Learn about Settings API

Multisite
Let’s assume that you are creating your resume site using WordPress, and after
you complete your site, you decided to create another blog site as a
subdomain from WordPress. What would you do? Do some WordPress setup
again, and create a new site again? Well, if you have this idea in your mind,
22

throw it away. WordPress has a feature named Multisite, which can help you
easily create a sub sites using a single core file.
WPMU dev has published a good article on this. Have a look

Theme Development
Well, this is it. If you have mastered over the above topics, theme development
isn’t going to be a nightmare for you. With a good guidance you can easily
develop a good theme. You might find some starter theme like underscores ,
but if you really want to do well, try without starter theme. It may be broken or
might have bad code structure. But, at least you can be proud that you
developed this theme without any starter theme. For backend options you can
find some framework like: Option Tree, Redux Framework. But try to do this using
Settings API.
Here are some of the article that might help you on your way.
A Guide To The Options For WordPress Theme Development
Developing Your First WordPress Theme

Sneak Peak: WordPress’s Useful links
Here are some list of functions that popped up in my mind while I was creating
this courseware. Off course these aren’t complete lists, and there are lots of
functions out there. I have listed what I could remember, now it’s your turn to
give some pressure to search engine.
List of All WordPress Hooks
Adding Scripts and Styles to WordPress the Right Way With Enqueueing
Adding Inline Styles
Making your PHP code accessible to JavaScript
Posts Meta:


get_post_meta()



add_post_meta()
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update_post_meta()



delete_post_meta()

Comments Meta:


get_comment_meta()



add_comment_meta()



update_comment_meta()



delete_comment_meta()

Users Meta:


get_user_meta()



add_user_meta()



update_user_meta()



delete_user_meta()

Get ID from Permalink
Setup Post Data
Get Posts
Get Recent Posts
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